
Higgledy-Piggledy 
By Wendy Wright 

Pirates’ Port 
Chapter Twelve  

 Think of pushing your couch to the other side of the room. Think of 
pulling a brick-filled suitcase that doesn't have wheels. Think of a 
screaming two-year-old refusing to leave a toy store. That's kind of the 
situation when barnacles get pasted to the underside of a ship. It's the 
opposite of smooth sailing. Hence, the creatures' plan to paste the ship's 
bottom with barnacles. 

But their barnacle-planting efforts are moving along at a pace as 
smooth and slippery as their barnacles' half-dried paste. In other words, it's 
not working very well. Nope. Operation Barnacle Balk is nearly a 
boondoggle, which is another way of saying it almost turns into the type of 
situation that requires a giant pooper scooper. The creatures cannot 
approach the base of the ship without being severely whacked in the head 
or fin. You see, the ship is spinning in circles, going nowhere. Going 
nowhere is good. Or is it? 

As soon as the mermaids are notified of the ship’s status, the 
seagulls are given the order to board the ship and further investigate. Agent 
Galliwasp and Agent Steely are seen running back and forth on deck, 
screaming orders at the passengers. However, all the passengers know 
how to do is hold out their arms and chant, “Yes-oh-Mus-tard.” Having 
deactivated the passengers’ independent thinking abilities, the scientists 
have gained obedient but brainless servants. 

What do you get when you mix a steely chill with a galliwasp yellow?  
Total mustardnoodles. Complete dunderfoodles. Control the world—HA! 
Those pirating scientists can't even control a ship.  Them and their great 
plan. Now that they've glupe-numbed everyone's mind, no one can do 
anything—anything at all—without being told how and when to do it. As 
soon as the scientists take a moment to stretch, yawn, or daydream a little, 
things start whirling apart. Just as one passenger is taught how to hold the 
ship’s helm and steer the ship, another passenger on the other side of the 
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deck needs to be told to raise a sail. That’s when the scientist realizes that 
he didn’t teach the passenger at the helm how to turn the wheel when a 
huge rock is jutting out of the water. He runs back to the helm to solve that 
dilemma and then realizes that he didn’t teach the other passenger when to 
stop raising the sail; consequently, the passenger is going to raise the sail 
until it pops right off the ship’s mast, so the scientist must leave the helm 
and run back to the sail-raising passenger. Back and forth; back and forth. 
Nobody knows how to think for themselves. 

Nevertheless—even in the midst of all the hubbub, the sea creatures 
manage to stick enough barnacles on the base of the ship so that when the 
scientists do get things in control—if they do—the barnacles will create 
enough drag to slow the ship and buy Dilbert and Atlas a bit more time.
 

Meanwhile beneath the sea…
Dilbert paddles at the lead, mushy sog-rolls of skin blubbering to keep up 
with his far-reaching paddle-paws. WHOOOSHSH…BLURRPPLE, 
BLURRPLE…WHOOOSHSH…
BLURRPPLE, BLURRPLE…

Atlas follows directly behind Dilbert's behind, quadruple paddling to stay 
close.
But not too close—not so close that Dilbert's drooping bunrolls, his two 
soggy buttock-biscuits, flipflap him in the face.  Whup,Whup,Whup…
blurp…Whup,Whup,Whup…blurp

It's very quiet.

No one is talking.

No one is blinking.

They're just looking.

Looking…and…sensing…

  There's a strangeness oiling the water—a strangeness that's 
spiderwebbing their senses.They kind of feel…watched…and alone—
watched and alone, at the same time. Both things at once. Like they've 
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swallowed a ghost. Like they're the hollow inside of an empty ice cream 
carton. It's a weird feeling. 

And what they see is strange too. An I-think-I'm-lost type of peculiar. 
It's a peering-inside-the-heart-of-nothingness sort of odd. Like you've-
come-home-and-all-your-furniture-is-gone type of awkward. 

Where there used to be gardens of lollipop-happy coral, now there 
are huge patches of nothingness. Instead of polyps playing peek-a-boo, 
there are plastic bottles poking their heads from the sand. Rather than 
schools of yellow-striped fish swirling ballroom messages in the water, 
there are black trash bags slapping the blue within the sea. Instead of red 
and yellow sea anemones, there are black, prickly plants with long, knobby 
fingers yanking and twisting—writhing as if their insides are trying to crawl 
out of their outsides. Then, there's those sickly looking plants that seem to 
be beckoning the travelers. One by one, their prickly weed-fingers curl into 
their palms. 

Come…Come… they motion. 
Everything's changing. Nothing seems the same. There are no 

buildings with sparkling sea-glass windows. Here, there are collapsing 
rotted house frames painted in crusty barnacle bits. In this place, the 
windows are shattered, polished into shards, jagged slices ready to 
puncture. In this area, there is no zest and zing, no vim and vip. Here, the 
water is glazed in gravestone gray.

"What..is..this..place?" Atlas whispers to Dilbert, his eyes shifting side 
to side.

"Don't…know…" Dilbert barely answers.
They continue paddling, saying nothing, hearing only their breath. 

Eyes ready. Skin stiffening. Skeletons coiling. Ready to spring. 
Suddenly, Dilbert jerks to a stop to look at something.

There's half a YIP, then—SHWOOP. Atlas has rammed into Dilbert's 
buttock-biscuits, poodle face to hound dog bottom.  He's polyp-tucked, 
smacked center-inside Dilbert's backside. Tucked into the hollow of two 
soggy dog buns. At least his helmeted head is. 

"HMPHBLBLBL…"
"Strange…"Dilbert whiskers begin to probe. "Do you feel that, Atlas?"
"HMPHBLBLBL…."
"That rumbly feeling… Do you feel it? …Atlas?" Dilbert whispers, his 

eyes slurping his surroundings.
"HMPHBLBLBL…"
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"Atlas?!"
"HMPHBLBLBL…"
"Atlas!!" Metallic slivers circulate his blood  veins. A dreadful chill 

shellacs his skin. "Wheredja go?!" Dilbert swings around. Of course the 
attached Atlas does too, the lower half of his body swap-slapping into 
Dilbert's hip. Dilbert's floppy ears arrow upward. "Who's there?!" He jerks 
the other way to see what hit him, swinging Atlas along with him.  But all he 
sees are the bubbles he made in his stir of the water.

"I..said…," Dilbert's clenching his teeth, "Who's… there…." His lips 
twist with bitter growl.

"HMPHBLBLBL…"
Now Dilbert's really upset. That strange voice is at it again, mocking 

him!
"WHERE'S ATLAS!!??!!" He screams, spinning once around, whip-

spinning Atlas' lower body as if it were limp dough.
Dilbert sees nothing, nothing and no one. Only bubbles.
"GIVE HIM BACK!!!" Dilbert growls at the somewhere beastly dog 

snatcher, and then, he really spins. More like he rips through the murky 
water, whirls like a blender.

And he screams: "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA…" He tightens 
every muscle he's got… 

("EMPHBLBLBLBAA")
…DILBERT SQUEEZES THE LOUDEST GROWL OUT OF HIS 

LUNGS HE'S EVER UTTERED. Loud enough to squeeze his insides out. 
AND…

SWOOP…out pops Atlas. "Ohhhh.." The fan-folded poodle puts his 
paws to his head, attempting to stop its swivel.

Dilbert swishes a 180°. "Atlas! Pal!" Dilbert hunches over the bent 
mop of a dog. "Are you alright? Wheredja go?" Dilbert's sloopy eyes are 
tight, underlined with exclamation.

"Ohhhh..…" Atlas groans, again. "Not…sure…" his facial bones jitter 
with everything sick. "Somewhere dark." He gulps and closes his eyes. 
"Somewhere rumbling and…and…humid. Like a thunder cloud, only one 
that likes squeezing a creature's brain." He gives his head a good quivering 
shake. 

"Somewhere inside somewhere," he mutters, hugging his own head, 
tucking it into his chest.
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"I was so worried! I thought you'd been dognapped! I called and 
called."

Atlas's neck creaks into place as he looks up. "I heard you. It's weird. 
I was somewhere far away. But…I don't know..still felt close too." Atlas' 
head drops.

Dilbert gives him a pat. "There, there. You're here now."  Dilbert's 
eyes soften and his lips give a thankful upward bend. "I thought I'd lost my 
friend." He gulps.

Atlas looks up, his eyes sitting on the edge of their socketing seat. 
"Friend?" He asks, his tone rounded with hope.

"Well," Dilbert looks away; he's suddenly jittery, as if he's trying to 
erase something he can't see, "If..you don't want…I don't know..it's Ok…
I…"

Atlas yips; his expression barely holding on.  He yips once more, a 
yip meaning—well, it's unclear what he means because suddenly the 
conversation is snipped in two.
Something's moving. It moves between them. It curls around them. A gray 
thread of inky smoke. But smoke can't be under water…The dogs look up, 
their gaze following the thread of gray. 

"Here comes your thunder cloud," Dilbert mutters, his eyes fastened 
to the sight.
A syrupy gray-black curtain avalanches toward them, a dark rumbling 
curtain of inky storm is swinging into their faces, their faces frozen in agog. 
The thing rattles as it pushes toward them. It rumbles. It clanks. It clatters. 
It——

 IT'S BONES! The thing's a curtain of bones! A massive swath of 
jumbled bones! AND DEM BONES BE RATTLING. DEM SKULLS BE A-
CLANKING. 

Dilbert and Atlas stare, their faces stretch even wider. Their mouths 
are gaping caves; their eyes are waterlogged donuts; their chins are 
fluttering fans. 

SSSSSSWWWWWOOOOOOOOPPPPPPPP….
The curtain of bones, thousands of bones, a giant jumble of bones 

swings through the water, at them. And as it swooshes, the dogs see that 
the skulls are hiss-smiling and chomp-laughing, their few remaining teeth 
clanking together like lawnmowers munching grass. Black eyepatches are 
swiveling on hollow skull sockets. 
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Poor doggies. They can't move. Not fast enough. The bone curtain is 
closing in. It's a stretched-hound-dog-body's length away. Now a sausage. 
A hot dog. A half hot dog. One measly bite. And then…

 It stops. The curtain of bones stops a hair short of Dilbert's whiskers. 
The skulls chatter their teeth, as if they plan to gobble Dilbert's face. Dilbert 
simply stares at the ghastly things. He's glued in place, snapping skull to 
doggie snout.

"Stop it!" Atlas pushes forward, his paw raised, his face chisel-stiff. 
"You behave right now! You hear me?!" 

And just like that, the skulls stop snapping and clacking. In fact, they 
deflate, releasing a moan. MMMAAAAWWWW…

Dilbert remains stiffly straight, but his eyes shift sideways to Atlas. 
Who is this little stick-figure poodle friend of his?

"Get on," Atlas swishes his paw through the water. "Move on, now. 
You've got better things to do." Atlas' chin checkmarks the water in that 
teacher sort of way.

And the skulls obey. The curtain of bones parts left and right, then 
dissolves into itself, disappearing. 
 
     Dilbert peers sideways at Atlas. The skinny poodle is just standing 
there, bobbing in the water, spine straight, chin firm, paws on hips.

"Woof," that's what Dilbert says to all that: a big, rounded, solid woof 
to all that Atlas oomph. 

But Atlas doesn't smile like Dilbert expects; instead he points straight 
ahead, to the road sign that seems to have suddenly appeared. 

Pirates’ Port: Keep Out!
The dogs look at the road sign. They look at each other. For a 

moment they just stare at each other, their large eyes saying what their 
gulping spirits cannot. They want out. This is not the kind of place for two 
friendly dogs. But the road—it cuts through the area; they’re supposed to 
follow the road. They can’t “keep out.” Dilbert creep-paddles forward, past 
the sign.

Atlas double-paddles to catch up; he swims to Dilbert’s side. “The 
scroll says to stay on the road,” he whisper-gulps the words, barely getting 
them out of his mouth.

“Keep behind me; you’ll be alright,” Dilbert whispers, struggling to 
sound unafraid.
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They paddle on, passing more ominous bones, bones that rattle as 
the dogs swim by— and hundreds of witchy plants, plants that snap at 
them as they follow the road. You'd think that after all that Atlas tell-it-like-it-
is stuff that this would be nothing for them. But it's as if the two dogs used 
up all that you-listen-to-me-you-skull-babies-scolding oomph. All the oomph 
went poof. Because now, the two dogs are quivering so much that they can 
barely paddle, each dog a bowlful of Jello. If a bone curtain was just the 
first act, what would be the second? How bad could things get?

But after a while, after miles and miles of swimming past rattling 
bones that never do actually pop out and grab them and witchy plants that 
never do manage to pull them beneath the sandy floor—well, they kind of 
grow used to their surroundings.

“This isn’t so bad. Pfff...what’s all the fuss?” Dilbert says to himself. “A 
few old bones don’t scare a brave detective like me,” his chest puffs 
outward with the thought. 

Just as the last word glides from his mouth, the weedy black plants 
swirl apart, revealing a riveting sight. His mouth drops. 

Atlas sees it too: “Look Dilbert,” he hollers, pointing to the right of the 
road. “It’s a pirate ship!”

“I see it,” Dilbert stops to let Atlas catch up. 
Tattered sails flow in the water as if they are catching the wind. The 

ship’s nose, called the bow, is buried in the sand; it points to the earth’s 
molten center. The skeleton of a pirate dangles from the top of a tattered 
mast. Its skeletal remains have been skewered through its rib cage, its 
empty eye sockets turned toward heaven. 

“Wow,” Atlas says, gaping at the ship.
“Wow indeed,” Dilbert sparks a smile.
He then plunges forward and begins to speedily pump his legs.
“Wait! Where're you going?”
“What if there’s sunken treasure in there?” Dilbert hollers over his 

shoulder as he propels himself forward.“You stay there—be right back.” 
“WAIT!” Atlas hollers. “STOP!”
But Dilbert doesn’t hear him, or at least he tries not to—he’s too busy 

singing—singing is a technique he developed back at home; he uses it to 
drown out Thester whenever the horse is being too irritating. The song 
goes like this: La-di-dadidadida. Song works every time, always blocks out 
the thing you don’t feel like hearing. Unfortunately, it also typically leads to 
a mishap of some sort.
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Remaining rooted to the seaweed road, Atlas watches as Dilbert 
reaches the ship. 

Do I go with Dilbert? Do I stay here, by myself? 
He eyeballs the area around him. The black, weedy plants are still 

reaching out and snapping at him. The sand-planted bones are still rattling. 
But they have been for a while. 

I handled a wall of snapping skulls; I can handle this, he thinks, lifting 
his snout. 

And then something that hasn’t happened yet does happen. As the 
witchy plants move in the water, their prickly leaves brush the sandy ocean 
floor, uncovering a skull that has been buried for years beneath the sand. 

Who cares—right? He's handled thousands. One pirate skull is 
nothing. But this one has jaws that telescope upward. SNAP! It grabs hold 
of Atlas' tail. Luckily, its teeth have caught only the wispy hairs that protrude 
from his tail's end. But still…

Atlas flings his tail upward, and then WHOOSH, he whips his tail 
downward. SMACK—slapping the skull into the sandy ocean floor. A cloud 
of sand dust rises. But when the sand falls away, Atlas sees that the skull is 
still locked to his tail.

"Take this!" Atlas launches his tail upward and then SMACKS it on the 
sandy floor.

"And this!" Atlas whips it the other way.
But that darn skull holds on.
Then, Atlas sees a hand-hook sticking outward from the sand. 
"Let go of my tail, SCHMO!" Atlas warns one last time before 

ramming the skull's mouth into the hook's end. Over and over he does this 
ramming until the point of the hook catches the crook in the skull's teeth.

"I said, let go of my tail!"
But the skull holds on. So…Atlas turns on his poodle power speed 

accelerated, the one that until now he didn't know he had, and blasts 
forward. 

PLOOP—the skull's tail-clenched jaws are pried from the mouth. And 
when the jaws realize they've been separated from their home, they 
scream, opening wide.

And just like that—and the this and the that and the SMACK and 
WHACK before all that—Atlas is skull-free, minus a few hairs. He swims 
toward the ship, looking for Dilbert. 
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“Dilbert? Where are you?” Atlas’ voice starts strong, but then it cracks 
in the middle and ends as a howl. He's ready to get out of here. 

He paddles faster toward the ship. Finally, he sees Dilbert. 
“Oh,” he mutters when he sees Dilbert, "this is not good."
 The dida-singing Dilbert doesn’t see what’s happening above the 

ship, but Atlas does. As Dilbert swims closer to the ship toward an empty, 
old cannon hole in its side, the skewered skeleton at the top of the mast 
turns his head in Dilbert’s direction, and the ship’s massive sail angrily 
snarls, puffing outward. A frothy storm of bubbles rises from the giant sail. 

Atlas looks at the lifeless skull beside him in the sand—he then peers 
at the ship’s skewered skeleton that moves its head in whatever direction 
Dilbert swims.

Think I’ll stay put, not so bad here, Atlas decides, taking his tail in his 
paw and holding it protectively. His stomach muscles tighten as he watches 
Dilbert nearing that puffing sail: "Dilbert—let's go!" he hollers, biting his 
lower lip.

Dilbert doesn't hear, or at least he acts like he doesn't. Atlas huffs.  
He'll be alright; he doesn’t need me, Atlas tells himself, arguing with 

his urge to save his pal. 
He continues watching Dilbert who is now swimming alongside the 

ship, and as he watches, he sees the ship’s giant sail growing angrier; it’s 
puffing out and then sinking in—inhaling, exhaling, inhaling, exhaling.... 
Another burst of bubbles rises and swirls around the ship; one rusty, old 
cannon turns and points right at Dilbert. If that dog doesn’t stop singing his 
little la-di-da song, he’s going to la-di-da himself to death.

 Exasperated with Dilbert, Atlas huffs again and then plunges ahead
—he can’t let Dilbert go at this alone.

Dilbert is just about to swim through the cannon hole and into the ship 
when Atlas reaches him. “Dilbert, stop!” he yells.

“Yikes! Ouch!” Dilbert jumps and hits his head. “Stop yelling like that,” 
he yelps, backing back out of the hole. “I thought I told you to wait back 
there.”

“Dilbert, this isn’t safe.”
“Oh Atlas, Atlas, Atlas, Atlas—my little pal,” Dilbert puts his paw on 

the little poodle’s shoulder, “there’s nothing to worry about,” Dilbert sticks 
his lower lip out and gives him a smiley-pouty expression—the very thing 
he hates others to do.
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“Someone has to keep aware around here,” Atlas removes Dilbert’s 
paw from his shoulder.

“Hey, look at that,” Dilbert points upward at the giant sails that still 
hang from one of the ship’s masts. 

“It wasn’t moving that much before, was it?” Dilbert finally realizes.
“No, come on, let’s head back to the road.” Atlas tugs at him.
Suddenly, creeeak... “What’s that?! “Dilbert asks, his eyes growing 

larger.
Mmmmmmmmm....a deep, eerie, tuba-like sound pulses through the 

water. 
“Do you hear that?” Dilbert asks.
Atlas just yanks on Dilbert’s arm, trying to pull him back toward the 

road. 
Mmmmmmmmm...
“There it is again,” Dilbert whispers.
 “It’s getting louder,” Atlas adds. “Let’s go.” 
Creeeak... CRASH.
“Yikes! What was that?” Dilbert freezes. 
A cloud of sandy dust suddenly rises from the seafloor beside the 

ship. The dogs wait, watching. Little by little, the water clears. 
“Oh,” Dilbert says, “it was just the lady statue.” 
The carved wooden lady that guided its passengers for so long has 

finally fallen from the top of the ship. Her cracked, painted face stares at 
the dogs. The dogs stare back. 

But then Dilbert remembers, treasure—there could be treasure. He 
turns to swim into the ship.

“What are you doing now? Don’t go inside there,” Atlas warns for the 
umpteenth time. But this time, he grabs Dilbert’s back paws with his own 
front paws; he positions his back paws on either side of the cannon hole. 
He pulls. He pulls as hard as he can. He pulls like a farmer pulling a 
monstrous weed from the earth.

Dilbert backs out of the hole and whips around, “Stop doing that. I 
want to go inside!” 

“There’s creepy things crawling all over those rotted boards. You 
don’t know what else is in there. It’s not safe,” Atlas yaps. And then, as if on 
cue...

“OOOOOOOAAAAAWWWWW... WHO DARES TO ENTER?”
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The dogs freeze and then slowly turn around. Nothing. 
“OOOOOOOAAAAAWWWWW... WHO DARES TO ENTER?” the 

echoey voice asks again.
The dogs look up. There on deck is a huge—I mean massive and 

truly enormous—something. I’m not sure what. A sea monster ghost? It’s 
an enormous white, ghost-like blob, and it’s rising from behind the angry 
puffing sail. The ghost-blob is engulfed in a swirl of frothy bubbles.

Immediately, Dilbert sniffs. But of course his bionic nose and built-in 
printing system don’t work the same way here, under the sea with this 
helmet on.

“WHO ARE YOU AND WHY ARE YOU HERE?” the blobby ghost 
demands, its voice the blast of a hundred tubas.

Dilbert and Atlas gulp.
“YOU HAVE VENTURED INTO PIRATE TERRITORY!” the ghost-

blob booms, its voice the vibration of a hundred organs in a hundred 
haunted houses. The massive, puffy white thing. Is it the belly of a really fat 
ghost? The dogs can’t make out what they are staring at. What is it, this 
massive, puffy white thing? The massive, puffy belly of a really fat ghost?   
Dilbert wishes to curl up and roll out of this nightmare. He's the size of a 
comma next to this blob-monster. And if Dilbert is a comma, then Atlas is 
the dot in the center of a period. It’s an eyeless, ghostly creature with a 
barnacle-covered tail. This tail it has swishes back and forth like a titanic 
ping-pong paddle that’s equipped with a jet engine. As it swings its paddle-
like tail, a bubbly tornado of froth clothes its blobbish image. 

“WHO GOES THERE?” it blasts the dogs with its loudspeaker voice.
“My name is,” Dilbert tries to answer, his voice trembling like a 

streamer in the wind.
“SPEAK UP!” the white blob demands.
“My name is Detective Dilbert and this is...”
 “DETECTIVE! HA! IF YOU WERE A DETECTIVE, YOU WOULD 

KNOW THAT YOU NEVER VISIT A PIRATE GRAVEYARD WITHOUT 
BRINGING A GIFT TO OFFER TO THE PIRATE GHOSTS!”

(Dilbert will later remind Atlas and the narrator how he told them this 
much— he's sure he did–had to have been him—couldn't have been Atlas
—Nope, he's sure he was the one who mentioned how they needed to 
bring a gift—he tried explaining this during the journey—yep, he's sure he 
did— somewhere between the Lobster Lighthouse and now. But did they 
listen? Huh...Do they ever?)
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“Oh, I uh...” Dilbert looks around for something to give, but he’s so 
nervous everything's blurry. Nothing makes sense.

Just then, Atlas sees a few sea flowers growing nearby; their petals 
dance in the water. They’re not as pretty as the flowers at Coral Cove Park, 
but at least they have a bit of color: some red, some purple—although they 
are a bit blackened in areas; it’s as if they have been left too long on a 
barbecue grill. But everything in this pirate zone kind of looks that way. 
Nonetheless, they’re the prettiest items within reach.

“But we do have a gift,” Atlas chirps. “If you’ll give me just a second, 
I’ll be right back.”

“No,” Dilbert whispers. He gives Atlas that back-seat driver look. 
“Atlas, no. Don’t,” Dilbert warns.

He can hear the massive, gigantic blob-monster snickering as Atlas 
swims toward the sea flowers. What does this ghostly blob have planned?
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